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handwriting, the surface is puckered like paper curling from moisture.
Initially, it is hard to see how these pictures were made, or what they
actually show. Formally speaking, they might be reductive and etiolated
paraphrases on Rothko. In reality, they are based on scans of improvised collages: In each case, a label was pasted on a sheet of paper,
which was then pressed beneath a pane of glass, producing a rippling
network of flattened folds; Chirulescu scanned this object and transferred enlarged laser prints onto canvases. In the reproductions, the
glass at first reads not as a real object but as a flat line enclosing a pale
color field. Looking more closely, we can decode clues such as the paint
residues on the edge of the glass that appear in several of the pictures.
The medium of reproduction itself, too, has left its traces; bands that
result from scanning errors and the minute, colorful solarization effects
that occur when glass is scanned come to play an active part in the
compositional process. Chirulescu’s pictures unfurl a heterogeneous
and multilayered pictorial reality: By coupling and blending digital and
analog techniques, she has devised a novel way to restore uniqueness
to painting in the age of its reproducibility.
—Jens Asthoff
Translated from German by Gerrit Jackson.
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Wu Tsang

MIGROS MUSEUM FÜR GEGENWARTSKUNST
In spite of its defiant title, “Not in my language,” mutinously followed
up by an electric-blue neon sign reminding entering visitors that the
fist is still up (a work ironically titled Safe Space, 2014), Wu Tsang’s
European institutional debut was an accessible best-of sampler. The
exhibition encompassed his portrayals of race, sexual identity, and
emerging forms of life, ranging from LA’s latest queer/transgender subset to Berlin’s clubby-organic everyday along the Berghain-KreuzbergSchöneberg axis. In other words: It was quite a stretch.

Wu Tsang, DAMELO
TODO // ODOT
OLEMAD (Gimme
Everything //
Gnihtyreve Emmig),
2010/2014, production still from the
25-minute color video
(with sound) component of a mixed-media
installation additionally comprising wood,
mirrors, carpet,
and a bench.

MILAN

Paolo Icaro
PEEP-HOLE

Once upon a time, there was the Silver Platter, a bar in LA’s MacArthur
Park area that catered to a predominantly Latino transgender and gay
community. There, Tsang hosted a weekly “Wildness” party, an occasional social mixer at which the city’s MFA set encountered the bar’s
literally more colorful patrons. In the video DAMELO TODO //
ODOT OLEMAD (Gimme Everything // Gnihtyreve Emmig),
2010/2014, the Silver Platter represents a shielded microcosm allowing
for the iridescent implementation of the Dream Act in various forms
by a clientele often contending with being queer and undocumented.
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Tsang especially focuses on character development via the power of
style to engender an emancipatory visibility that could well be called
conventional owing to its roots in makeover-TV formats. Hardworking
bodies get concealed, augmented, and heavily made up in all the right
places, although in this aesthetic enclave, such normatively coded optimizations are subject to redistribution. Thus, those previously deemed
“alien minors”—or simply expulsed as faggy have-nots—reemerge as
majesties commanding their own glittering, if transient, stage, enacting
a sovereignty otherwise largely denied them.
Context is not everything, but the exhibition’s Berlin-themed segment made it clear that the stakes of one cultural milieu do not easily
transfer to another—or altogether exist there. While Tsang’s latest
work, A day in the life of bliss, 2014, skirts this by purporting to draw
on science fiction, this rather mundane video diary sees the artist’s
sidekick-cum-muse—the performance-artist boychild here playing the
near-identical character BLIS—mostly partying, texting, and working
out. All these activities add up to one and the same thing, as it turns
out, when kabuki-Zumba adaptations are refined during the day in the
requisite precariat-chic fin-de-siècle apartment, to be later performed
at the club and likely simultaneously hyped on social media. Later in
the video, BLIS and her friends are rounded up by an imaginary
– squad at a club, implying a threat to this lifestyle by some
POLITZC
neoliberal-fascist power—part gestapo, part European Central Bank.
In the face of Putin’s dire vision for Moscow, such a scene might possess
real urgency (or even in LA, where a warehouse party could still be
raided by the notoriously corrupt LAPD). In the video’s Berlin, it felt
out of place, the city still being touted as the capital of affordable
debauchery in the New York Times Travel section.
The increasing supersession of drag by fashion in Tsang’s meditation
on the polysexual creative class, meanwhile, makes for some of the
most candid and entertaining scenes in A day. Getting ready for a night
out is itself a work of art, as BLIS’s tongue gets painted blue and endless
headgear is contemplated, resulting in looks labeled “a condom with
. . . pores” and “fresh prince of hell,” all viable inspirations, one imagines, for Raf Simons’s and Givenchy’s coming seasons.
“I want to be a professional model, behind cameras, in the highfashion world,” states a cast member in the film For how we perceived
a life (Take 3), 2012, Tsang’s self-reflexive reenactment of fragments
drawn from the legendary 1990 drag documentary Paris Is Burning.
Now that such aspirations have successfully been actualized—cue boychild’s previous modeling runway gig for the so-far-still-trending New
York label Hood By Air—where will Tsang’s assured update of formerly outcast desires and aesthetics surge next?
—Daniel Horn

The work of Paolo Icaro, who was born in Turin in 1936, has long been
marked by his radical investigations of form, language, and meaning.
“Appunti di Viaggio, 1967–2014” (Travel Notes, 1967–2014), the
artist’s recent retrospective at Peep-Hole, brought together a selection
of his anti-monumental volumes rendered with unfinished plaster and
postindustrial materials. Although these works elegantly pose questions
about the objective form of sculpture, the role of images and words in
the evocation of a spatial-temporal gesture, and the emotional value of
an idea, the most surprising element of this generous exhibition was
neither the persistent relevance of Icaro’s forms nor the freshness of
their content. Instead, the show’s most important revelation concerned

